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Cyberspace as Sacred Space:
Communicating Religion on
Computer Networks
Stephen D. O'Leary

IN O OBSERVER OF the contemporary communication scene can fail to
have noticed the phenomenally rapid growth of the Internet, which has
expanded in a few years from an elite core of academic and scientific
experts to a global network with millions of users, as well as the develop-
ment of a number of private network services gatewayed to the global
Internet, including CompuServe, America OnLine, Prodigy and others.
Those who have learned to navigate through the vast reaches of cyber-
space, mastering the elementary technology of Usenet newsreading, Web
browsers, and Listservs, find on the Net an astonishing variety of conver-
sations taking place daily, a tropical greenhouse of discourse communities
in bloom, a laboratory of extended conversations and social experiments
organized around every conceivable topic or interest on matters scientific,
philosophical, political, and social, from Aesthetics to Zoology

The increasing coverage in the print media of the exploding use of
computer networks as a social phenomenon, such as the column on
"Cyburbia" in the Los Angeles Times and the regular pages now devoted to
"Netwatching" in Time magazine, provide further evidence that we are
witnessing the growth of a new form of sociability Computer networks
have been hailed as sites for the revival of democratic public culture, and
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a best-selling book has celebrated the Utopian possibilities afforded by
The Virtual Community (Rheingold) If the Internet is truly forming a cul-
ture, or a complex of cultures, that both reflects and differs from the
larger technological and political culture in which it is housed, it should
not surpnse anyone that as more people come to spend more and more
of their time online, they have begun to devise ways to fulfill the religious
needs and identities that form such an important part of the fabric of our
society It would indeed be an anomaly if a cultural force of this magni-
tude were not to find expression in the newly developing world of com-
puter networks

Readers of this journal hardly need to be persuaded that religion is a
powerful force in human culture. However, they may not be accustomed
to seeing manifestations of this force on their computer screens, and it
may take some convincing to establish the credibility of the thesis that
our conceptions of spirituality and of community are undergoing pro-
found and permanent transformations in the era of computer-mediated
communication No less an authority than Pope John Paul II has recog-
nized the crucial importance of this topic In a 1990 address titled "The
Church Must Learn to Cope with Computer Culture," the pontiff noted
the revolutionary impact of contemporary developments in communica-
tion "[O]ne no longer thinks or speaks of social communications as mere
instruments or technologies Rather they are now seen as part of a still
unfolding culture whose full implications are as yet imperfectly under-
stood and whose potentialities remain for the moment only partially
exploited." These implications and potentialities are the focus of this
essay. While the pope appears to celebrate the technological revolution,
declaring that "With the advent of computer telecommunications and
what are known as computer participation systems, the Church is offered
further means for fulfilling her mission," my purpose is to qualify the
optimism of technology advocates by explonng potentially troubling
questions about the future of religious institutions in an era of computer-
mediated communication

Recent popular and scholarly literature has noted that computer link-
ages presently provide new forums and new tools for the public advocacy
of faith and for participation in public acts of ntual communication that
constitute new, virtual congregations (see Kellner; O'Leary and Brasher).
This paper seeks not to provide a comprehensive map of religious land-
scapes in cyberspace, nor an in-depth analysis of the communicative
practices of any particular religious community, but only to speculate on
the transformation of religious beliefs and practices as these are mediated
by new technologies.. The examples and texts offered here may or may
not be typical of current trends in cyber-rehgion; they were chosen
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because they raise significant issues about the status of religion on com-
puter networks and, more generally, about the evolution of religion in
what some choose to call a "postmodern" age My intention is to raise
these questions rather than to answer them, but in so doing, I will pro-
vide qualified support for the claim that something revolutionary is
taking place, while peering "through a glass darkly" to see how religious
institutions and practices may be affected by the transformation of our
communications media

The theoretical framework for this inquiry is drawn from the work of
Walter J Ong No one studying the impact on religion of the evolution of
communication technologies can afford to ignore the provocative insights
of this seminal thinker, who, in a series of brilliant books, has developed
an evolutionary theory of culture that focuses attention on the modes of
consciousness and forms of communahty enabled and promoted by
communication technologies and practices, from oral speech to written
discourse to pnnting, radio, television, and computer-mediated commu-
nication While it is the last of these developments that is my primary
focus here, I believe that a full understanding of religion in the era of the
electronic word is best accomplished by attending to historical contexts
and comparisons. Hence, my study of contemporary religious discourses
will begin with an excursus into historical narrative After a-brief expo-
sition of an Ongian view of communication and culture, I turn to an
extended discussion of one of Ong's primary examples of how religious
practices may be transformed by a revolution in communication—the
Reformation. By investigating the links between changing concepts of
the nature and functions of word and symbol in Christian liturgy and the
advent of print culture, I hope to demonstrate that contemporary elec-
tronic culture can be expected to effect a similar transformation of reli-
gious beliefs and practices The essay closes with an examination of some
unusual religious texts that illustrate this transformation, a senes of neo-
pagan ntuals conducted online in the electronic "conference rooms" of
the CompuServe network

AN ONGIAN FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF
RELIGIOUS COMMUNICATION

The most succinct theoretical exposition of Ong's evolutionary theory
of communication and culture is found in his Orality and Literacy. In less
than two hundred pages this book traces the development of communi-
cation technology through a senes of stages from prelueracy, or in his
terms, "primary orality," through the eras of chirographic wnting, pnnt-
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ing, and electronic media ("secondary orahty") and offers a provocative
analysis of the cultural impacts of technological change Ong's thesis is
that each of the forms of communication utilizes a different complex of
the senses and that the particular complex peculiar to the material prac-
tices of communication in each culture—the "sensorium"—has profound
impact on the formation of individual and cultural identity For example,
sound will play a larger role in the life world of a prehterate culture rely-
ing on oral speech for all communication than it does for people whose
communication is dominated by print media It is therefore not sur-
prising that we find speech figuring prominently in the myths and reli-
gious practices of primarily oral cultures, which often attach magical
significance to the spoken word, or that, lacking the concept of the writ-
ten record, such cultures rely on expanded powers of memory to pre-
serve their mythic heritage and a record of past events As chirographic
literacy spread through Western culture, sight and textuahty were privi-
leged over sound and speech, and the composition of sacred books trans-
formed ancient oral narratives by fixing them into a text that could be
consulted and interpreted in a way that was not possible before the
invention of writing According to Ong, "writing restructures conscious-
ness" (1982 78) by divorcing the production of a communicative act
from us reception This made it possible to address audiences remote in
time and space, and turned communication from a public act requiring
the presence of others into a private, sohpsistic activity of writing and
reading. As Ong puts it, writing "makes possible increasingly articulate
introspectivity, opening the psyche as never before not only to the exter-
nal objective world distinct from itself but also to the intenor self against
whom the objective world is set" (1982 105). The religious implications
of this insight are profound, for, if we accept Ong's argument that writing
generated a new, interior awareness of the self and a subsequent alien-
ation of this self from the external world, then we may see religions that
offer solutions to this alienation as, to some degree, an after-effect of the
psychological changes wrought by literacy

Since literacy skills were slow to spread in the millennia between
the introduction of writing and the invention of the printing press, reci-
tation and memorization still retained a significant role, and the written
word could not completely divorce itself from its social contexts or from
sounds and images The communication practices of Western culture in
this stage can thus be characterized as a hybrid of different forms which
might differ according to the social position of participants However, the
invention of pnnting privileged sight still more, accelerating the alien-
ation of the word from us aural basis, and narrowing the sensorium by
focusing on the abstract symbols of typography as the predominant car-
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ners of information and meaning The consequences of these develop-
ments were immense Among the phenomena that Ong links to the
dominance of printing technology are the standardization of vernacular
grammars and the subsequent move away from Latin as the lingua franca
of Western culture and the rise of science, since pnnting enabled the rep-
hcability and wide dissemination of "exactly worded descriptions of care-
fully observed complex objects and processes" (1982 127). The impact
on religion was no less fundamental In the chirographic culture of
manuscript writing the Bible could be controlled by clerics, who pre-
served the roots of the Word in speech by mediating the sacred writings
in public recitations connected with ritual; but the wide distribution of
vernacular printed Bibles effectively ended the interpetive monopoly of
the institutional church and enabled the reformers to circumvent ecclesi-
astical authority by proclaiming sola scnptura as the ultimate touchstone
for authoritative claims Ultimately, the culture of print gave birth to the
unique sensibility of modernism, which bore fruits both in science and in
the development of literary genres such as the novel

The dominance of electronic media in the twentieth century brings us
to the present stage of cultural evolution in Ong's scheme, that of "sec-
ondary orality" In this stage the sensonum expands again to include first
sound and voice (with the advent of radio), and then image and gesture
(with film and television) Though print culture is based in the primary
sense of sight, its emphasis on typography devalues icons and images in
favor of the printed word The visual emphasis of print is fundamentally
different from that of television and film, as any contemporary college
instructor will testify, it is extremely difficult to train students saturated in
modern visual media to accept the discourse conventions and abstrac-
tions of print literacy Film and television restore the prominence of the
visual sense in us full glory and create a much richer feast for the senses
than printed text, few of today's students will willingly give up this feast
and return to the restricted sensonum of typographic culture. Some crit-
ics, such as Jacques Ellul (1985), view the devaluation'of the printed and
spoken word in favor of the image with alarm, seeing in it a temptation
toward the idolatry of consumer culture Whether we celebrate the revi-
tahzation of image and icon (Taylor and Saannen) or are nostalgic for the
old days of print literacy, there can be little doubt that this development
will have profound consequences for religious belief and practice.

The term "secondary orality" refers to the fact that in the new elec-
tronic media the divorce between word and image begun by print culture
is reversed, so that the total sensonum again includes sight and sound,
voice, image, and music. This stage "has striking resemblance to the old
[pnmary oral cultures] in its participatory mystique, its fostenng of a com-
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munal sense, its concentration on the present moment, and even its use of
formulas", it differs from the old in that it "generates a sense for groups
immeasurably larger than those of primary oral culture—McLuhans
'global village'" (Ong 1982 136). Modern electronic media change our
senses of time and of community by again enabling speech to be shared in
the immediacy of real time, but they also retain the self-awareness of pnnt
culture, since in most cases media messages, whether political speeches or
entertainment, still onginate with an act of writing If, as McLuhan has it,
television created the global village, this medium was still a one-way chan-
nel from the broadcaster to the audience. In computer networks the global
village has found its public square (the analogy to London's Hyde Park
may be apt), whereby media users are transformed from vegetative "couch
potatoes" to active participants in dialogues performed before potentially
vast publics, linked not by geography but by technology and interests
alone. With this new medium, aspects of orahty and literacy are combined
into a new, hybrid form of communication that, in the words of one net-
worker, "is both talking and writing yet isn't completely either one It's
talking by writing. It's writing because you type it on a keyboard and
people read it But because of the ephemeral nature of luminescent letters
on a screen, and because it has such a quick—sometimes instant—turn-
around, it's more like talking" (Coate)

I will presently address the implications for religious discourse of this
newest shift m communication technology At this stage of the inquiry,
however, some caveats are in order Any short summary of a theory of
this complexity will inevitably diminish its impact, and I do not pretend
to do Ong's work justice here Readers who wish further elaboration and
defence of these ideas, and a much more nuanced interpretation of the
history of religious communication in particular, are invited to explore
Ong's work for themselves, especially The Presence of the Word In antici-
pation of possible objections, it is worth noting that the evolutionary
model of culture that Ong proposes is neither deterministic nor strictly
linear While the thesis that technology—and especially communication
technology—restructures consciousness and thus the whole of human
culture is amply supported in Ong's work, he never proposes a simplistic
cause-and-effect mechanism by which this is accomplished but rather
views technology as both a cause and an effect of the transformation of
the human spirit Further, humans do not abandon earlier technologies
when new ones are discovered or invented, culture grows by accretion,
so that speech remains an essential and indispensable means of commu-
nication that supplements writing, pnnting, and electronic media as
options for human communication In this accretive process the develop-
ment of new technologies alters our use of old media by changing the
social value accorded to each medium and by fundamentally altenng the
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context, the hfeworld, in which communication occurs We will always
have speeches, but mass-mediated oratory can never recapture the
electnc excitement of the crowd in the days before microphones and tele-
vision Similarly, writing will never be entirely supplanted by television,
but the skills of pnnt literacy may become increasingly those of a knowl-
edge elite, necessary for the acquisition of wealth and social status
although increasingly opaque to the operator of the cash register at the
fast-food restaurant, who only knows how to charge customers for a meal
by pushing buttons with pictures of a Big Mac, Coke, and fries

The most significant issue for an inquiry into the implications of
computer-mediated religion raised by Ong's theorizing is the potential
companson between the communication revolution that took place con-
currently with the Reformation and our current transition into a digital
age Contemporary scholarship has exhaustively documented the crucial
role that printing played in the Reformation, the most significant political
and religious movement of post-medieval Western culture (see Eisen-
stem, Edwards), we may reasonably anticipate that the digital revolution
will be accompanied by similarly massive upheavals in the social sphere
in general and in religion in particular In order to develop this compari-
son further, it will be useful to linger on an example that Ong uses as
pandgmatic of the changes in Christian thought and communicative
practice that accompanied the onset of pnnt technology the evolution of
liturgy, the forms and ceremonies of Chnstian worship, dunng the Refor-
mation era Discussion of Protestant liturgical reform is germane to this
argument for two reasons first as an example of the way theories and
practices of language and ritual may be profoundly altered by technolog-
ical change, and second because this particular episode in the history of
the Chnstian tradition illuminates the context of contemporary, mediated
ntual practice The fundamental problem of religious communication is
how best to represent and mediate the sacred By studying the Reforma-
tion battles and controversies over this question, over the nature and
proper functions of word and image, we may find some histoncal roots of
the ethics and the aesthetics of communication in the cultures influenced
by Protestantism and thereby come to a deeper understanding of the sig-
nificance of ntual in premodern, modern, and postmodern cultures

LITURGY AND LANGUAGE IN THE
PROTESTANT REFORMATION

Consider the difference between Catholic and Protestant ritual in
terms of Ong's sensonum It is clear the religious aesthetic and sacramen-
tal theology of the Roman Catholic church has always appealed to the
aural and tactile imagination as well as the visual In the Catholic Mass the
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spoken word retains the magical efficacy of language that Ong finds char-
acteristic of an earlier stage of primary orahty, and ritual action directs
attention outward toward the exterior manifestation of the Word in the
Eucharist By contrast, the liturgical and cultural forms of Protestantism
direct attention mward; the preaching of the Word, conceived and embod-
ied textually rather than sacramentally, was meant to to induce an interior
conviction of sin that was prerequisite to the expenence of grace Believing
that the sole legitimate functions of language were education and exhor-
tation, by which members of the congregation were to be taught the mes-
sage of the Gospel and urged to improve their lives, the Protestant
reformers set out to strip away the incantatory functions of language in
worship The most radical of the reformers, such as Zwingh, stripped the
churches bare of any ornamentation, banned the use of musical instru-
ments, and banished altogether the whole panoply of ritual elements that
had characterized the Latin Mass—vestments, stained glass, iconography
of all kinds, incense This had the deliberate effect of focusing attention
upon the purely textual elements of the Christian message.

The differing notions of the symbolic function of language are most
evident in the controversy over the nature of the communion ceremony—
the fulcrum of the dispute between Protestant and Catholic theology. In
the Catholic Mass, the communion comes to us symbolic climax in the
"words of institution," the scriptural passage that is recited by the priest as
he elevates the communion bread

On the day before he suffered death, he took bread into his hands,
and giving thanks to thee, he blessed it, broke it, and gave u to his

disciples, saying Take, all of you, and eat of this, FOR THIS IS MY BODY
(Thompson 75)

What is important to stress here is the theory of language that under-
lies this ritual For believers, the words of institution, "this is my body,"
authorized and commanded by Christ himself, were (and are) literally
true when performed by a duly ordained priest, they effected the miracle
of transubstantiation by which the bread and wine served as vehicles of
the Real Presence In the terms of J L Austin (1970a), the founder of
speech act theory, we can call this a "performative utterance," a speech act
that effects what it describes. Like marriage vows and oaths of office, the
words of institution belong to a class of communicative "acts in which
saying the words does not merely describe an existing state of things, but
rather creates a new relationship, social arrangement, or entitlement In
speech act terms, these are instances when saying is doing" (Danet) The
formula used in Catholic theology to describe this mode of ritual action
is to say that the sacrament succeeds ex opere operato, that is, that the
words (when voiced by the duly ordained, in the right situation, with the
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right intention) are themselves efficacious as a vehicle of divine grace
Modern speech act theonsts descnbe this efficacy in terms of the "lllocu-
tionary" force of the utterance (Austin 1970b)

In Catholic theology the visible elements of the sacrament are not
signs of the thing, the spintual reality of salvation through Chnst's sacri-
fice, once transformed by the Ulocutionary force of the speech act, they are
the thing, the bread and wine becoming the body and blood of God's
saving Word through the power of the words of the liturgy, words that
function as the bndge between the visible objects and the spintual reality,
uniting them in a single identity Thus, the sacramental theory of language
affirms the essential unity of signifier and signified This theory is hier-
archical, the ritual can only be enacted by a duly ordained priest. During
the sixteenth century and up until the second Vatican council, the ritual
was conducted in Latin, ensuring that the uneducated masses could only
apprehend it on the formal and aesthetic levels, and the church hierarchy
jealously guarded their monopoly on scriptural interpretation

When Luther and the printing press were able to break this monopoly
by publishing the first German bible, interpretation become the preroga-
tive of every believer, and the institutional authority of the church was
weakened Protestant liturgies further undercut the authonty of the priest-
hood by divesting the liturgy of its mysterious elements The liturgies
devised by Calvin, Zwingli, and other reformers enacted a theory of lan-
guage that differed radically from the Roman Catholic conception of
the relationship of Word and sacrament, they reach their climax, their
symbolic payoff, not in the communion, but in the sermon, a discourse
which is delivered orally but which lacks the supernatural efficacy of the
Catholic priest's speech over the euchanstic elements In contrast to the
Catholic, the Protestant liturgy was enacted in the vernacular tongues, in
its most austere forms, it eschewed ornament and visual representation
and minimized all sensory input that might lead to idolatry, it focused on
the sermon and the words of scripture to the exclusion of other messages,
and it denied the performative character of liturgical speech-acts alto-
gether, characterizing the ritual action of the priest as, in Calvin's words,
"murmuring and gesticulating in the manner of sorcerers" (quoted in
Thompson 192)

To minimize the risk of idolatry, Calvin's communion liturgy placed,
immediately prior to the distribution of communion elements, the minis-
ter's verbal directive to the congregation on how to interpret the sacra-
ment

Let us not be fascinated by these earthly and corruptible elements which
we see with our eyes and touch with our hands seeking Him there as
though He were enclosed in the bread or wine Then only shall our souls
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be disposed to be nounshed and vivified by His substance when they are
lifted up above all earthly things Therefore let us be content to have
the bread and wine as signs and witnesses, seeking the truth spiritually
where the Word of God promises that we shall find it ("The Form of
Church Prayers," 207)

The words of the minister were no longer a performative utterance, they
simply directed the attention of the congregation With the aesthetic and
formal elements in the liturgy kept to an absolute minimum, this atten-
tion was less likely to rest upon external reality as apprehended through
the senses and would presumably turn to an interior meditation on salva-
tion charactenzed by a high degree of abstraction Whereas the Catholic
liturgy presented and re-presented God's Word in a variety of sensual,
formal, and aesthetic embodiments, the Word in Protestant liturgy is des-
sicated, information-oriented, apprehended through scripture and ser-
mon but most emphatically not in stained glass, statues, or the taste of
bread upon the tongue

The theology that followed from the devaluation of ritual language,
gesture, and performance in favor of preaching thus changed the com-
munion ceremony from its former status as an actual vehicle of God's
presence and grace to a mere reminder or analogy As Calvm wrote, "For
while we refute transubstantiation by other valid arguments, we hold this
one to be amply sufficient, that it destroys the analogy between the sign
and the thing signified, for if there be not in the sacrament a visible and
earthly sign corresponding to the spintual gift, the nature of a sacrament
is lost" (Calvin 1958 467) In these statements of Calvin we can see the
essential idea of language that lay behind the reform liturgies. Against the
concept of identity created through sacramental language Calvin asserted
the centrahty of the sacrament solely as analogy, in his system words can
only establish the relationship between the sign and the thing signified, a
relationship that is analogical, not essential

Consider the fact that these two conceptions of liturgy were a major
cause of a controversy that divided Europe for centunes From an Ongian
perspective the most significant result of this controversy was that it led to
the formation of two communicative cultures, the Catholic and the Prot-
estant. Extending Ong's insight, I argue that the development of two com-
peting cultures grounded in liturgical practice, supported by and
elaborated in a whole literature of polemical debate and theonzing about
the nature of symbolism and the interpretation and embodiment of the
Word, was a significant part of the context for the formation of Enlighten-
ment theones of language If the religious rituals now visible on computer
networks seem absurd, bizzare, and entirely without efficacy to those of
us in the academy today, it may be because we have been so thoroughly
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imbued with Lockean, Humean, and Cartesian skepticism that the magi-
cal power of sacramental language is entirely foreign to us As Jonathan Z.
Smith notes, the absolute separation between signifier and signified,
which was inaugurated by the liturgical reformers and which became a
hallmark of Enlightenment thought, meant that "myth or ritual . was
no longer literally and symbolically real and true . The [subsequent]
history of the imagination of the categories myth and ntual was sharply
divergent To say myth was false was to recognize it as having content, to
declare ritual to be 'empty' was to deny the same" (101). Hence, we may
measure the progress of the Enlightenment in terms of a gradual shrink-
ing of the space in which the lllocutionary force of ritual speech, sup-
ported by the social authority of the Church, held sway.

However, the old conception of the ritualistic power of symbolic
action (a conception that, whether explicit or implicit, consitutes a theory
of language) is not dead, it survives within the now limited domain of the
Church and has a new home in the global communication network
Before turning to an example of the revival of ntual and performativity on
computer networks, one more point regarding the influence of Catholic
and Protestant communication theories seems appropriate For those
who wonder what this notion may have to do with today's world of
microcomputers, consider the following application by the Italian scholar
Umberto Eco

Insufficient consideration has been given to the new underground reli-
gious war which is modifying the modern world The fact is that the
world is divided between users of the Macintosh computer and users of
MS-DOS compatible computers I am firmly of the opinion that the Mac-
intosh is Catholic and that DOS is Protestant Indeed, the Macintosh is
counter-reformist and has been influenced by the 'ratio studiorum' of the
Jesuits It is cheerful, friendly, conciliatory, it tells the faithful how they
must proceed step by step to reach—if not the Kingdom of Heaven—the
moment in which their document is pnnted It is catechistic the essence
of revelation is dealt with via simple formulae and sumptuous icons
Everyone has a right to salvation

DOS is Protestant, or even Calvinistic It allows free interpretation of
scripture, demands difficult personal decisions, imposes a subtle herme-
neutics upon the user, and takes for granted the idea that not all can
reach salvation To make the system work you need to interpret the pro-
gram yourself a long way from the baroque community of revellers, the
user is closed within the loneliness of his own inner torment.1

' "Eco on Microcomputers " First published in the Italian magazine UEspresso, this text was widely
distributed over the Internet in 1994 Eco continues "You may object that, with the passage to
Windows, the DOS universe has come to resemble more closely the counter-reformist tolerance of
the Macintosh It's true Windows represents an Anglican-style schism, big ceremonies in the cathe-
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Eco's point is a humorous one but there is surely a significant under-
lying issue here Though secular culture has long since denied or ignored
the claims of Christian dogma, the old traditions are not so easily aban-
doned; they survive in the communicative cultures to which they gave
birth, which may still fairly be labeled as "Catholic" and "Protestant" with
regard to their aesthetic conventions and conceptions of language if not to
the substantive content of their beliefs Clearly, innovation is not accom-
plished only through newly invented forms but by bncolage, as fragments
of the old systems are incorporated into the new cultural mosaic. If the
past is any guide, the new media of communication will have cultural con-
sequences that we can barely imagine, let alone predict, nevertheless, it is
already possible to watch this process of transformation at work and to see
how the old forms are taken up into the new As the introduction of the
printing press profoundly altered the symbolic world of Western cultures
and forever changed the course of Christian history, so too religious dis-
course will have to reinvent itself to keep pace with modern technology As
one example of this reinvention, here is a recent text culled from a flood of
offerings on the Internet, the "Cyberpunk's Prayer"

Our Sysop,
Who art On-Line,

High be thy clearance level
Thy System up,
Thy Program executed
Off-line as it is on-line
Give us this logon our database,
And allow our rants,

As we allow those who flame against us
And do not access us to garbage,

But deliver us from outage
For thine is the System and the Software
and the Password forever2

However ludicrous or parodic this prayer may seem, it was appar-
ently intended by its author as an expression of sincere devotion Con-

dral, but there is always the possibility of a return to DOS to change things in accordance with
bizarre decisions, when it comes down to it, you can decide to allow women and gays to be ministers
if you want to And machine code, which lies beneath both systems (or environments, if you pre-
fer)? Ah, that is to do with the Old Testament, and is talmudic and cabalistic

2 Quoted with permission of the author, Bill Scarborough of Austin, Texas In private e-mail corre-
spondence to this author, Mr Scarborough wrote "I had seen a rendition of The Lord's Prayer in the
Texas Baptist Standard a few years back It was done in sports dialect, it could be witnessed in com-
puter dialect "The Cyberpunk's Prayer" is not copyrighted Anyone is free to quote, repost, or repnnt
all or part of it
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sider the implications of this symbolic transformation in terms of the
political and social impact of representations of deity as male, as female,
as patriarchal king, as benevolent earth mother—and now, as Sysop (Sys-
tems Operator) The divine plan is compared to a computer program
("thy will be done"="thy program executed"); cyberspace itself is equated
with heaven ("on earth as it is in heaven"="off line as it is online"), the
soul's nourishment is equated with information, the bread of the informa-
tion age ("give us this logon our database") Steenng a course between
those who might regard this poem as blasphemy and those who would
dismiss it as inconsequential humor, let us take the "Cyberpunk's Prayer"
as a sign of the process of cultural invention and adaptation that is cur-
rently underway and ask what this example portends for the future

As ancient religious formulae are translated into contemporary
idioms, their meaning will be profoundly altered along with the mode of
their reception The old symbols will find new functional equivalents in
the idioms of technological culture, and some of these will be unrecog-
nizable to today's audiences. We must anticipate that the propositional
content and presentational form of religion in the electronic communities
of the future will differ as greatly from its contemporary incarnations as
the teachings of Jesus differ from the dialectical theology of the medieval
Scholastics or as the euchanstic ceremonies of the earliest Christians
differ from the Latin High Mass. With the perspective afforded by an
Ongian view of communication and culture, we can be sensitive to true
novelty while at the same time retaining awareness of the continuity of
tradition, of the manifold ways in which it adapts, mutates, and survives
to prosper in a new communicative environment

RELIGIOUS RITUAL ON COMPUTER NETWORKS:
PROBLEMS OF VIRTUAL ETHNOGRAPHY

In 1992 a student who knew of my interest in religious communica-
tion brought me a file of messages exchanged in a religion discussion
group on the Prodigy computer network. I was intrigued enough to sign
up for an email account through my university but went no further than
exchanging electronic messages with colleagues. In the spring of 1993
I received a promotional package in the mail that included a free trial
account with the CompuServe network I took the bait and signed on,
and spent months reading and occasionally posting to the various mes-
sage boards in the Religion Forum. Most of the traffic that I observed was
fairly conventional in nature, there were arguments about the meaning
of scriptures, debates over homosexuality in the vanous denomina-
tions, and occasional requests for prayers from Forum participants. As
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my familiarity with the network grew, I began to discover groups meeting
at preordained times in electronic "conference rooms" to engage in scrip-
ture study and prayer A conference or chat room (as they are known on
Amenca OnLine) is a real-time connection in which everyone who enters
the "room" may post a message that will be seen immediately by all who
occupy that particular corner of cyberspace What intngued me about
this type of connection to the network was that it allowed for group
interaction of a sort not possible through basic email, people were not
merely exchanging letters with each other but actually engaged in collec-
tive devotion, much as they would at church or in a Bible study group
For some regular participants this activity was a significant part of their
spintual life

My curiosity was piqued 1 explored the network further, looking for
the ways in which the new medium was being used by less traditional
religious groups, and found that groups stigmatized as "cults" were using
the network to present a different face to the public Practitioners of non-
traditional religions can run a considerable risk by publicly declanng
their allegiances in communities hostile to non-Christians, the network
afforded an opportunity to meet with like-minded others and engage in
religious activity without ever leaving one's home or alerting one's neigh-
bors to one's nonconformity After some months monitonng messages in
the New Age section of the Religion Forum, 1 saw an announcement of
an online full moon ritual to be held in a CompuServe conference room
The announcement was distributed by the leader of the ritual, a neo-
pagan priestess who happens to be a registered nurse in Philadelphia, it
included a brief statement that the ntual would feature a rite of initiation
into the path of Goddess worship for those who desired.

I was fascinated by the idea that a virtual gathenng could be an
opportunity not just for religious discussion but for an actual nte of pas-
sage, unfortunately, I had other committments for the time of the ntual
and so was unable to observe A few days afterward, the group leader
posted a message indicating that a full transcript of the ritual was avail-
able for downloading from the Forum archives Immediately, I went
searching for the document and found not only the one text of the ntual 1
had missed but dozens of others that had taken place in CompuServe
conference rooms over an extended period of time I downloaded them
all and began to study them From the transcripts it was evident that
many of the people whose conversations 1 had been observing on the net-
work shared a more intimate connection than I had realized They consti-
tuted something close to an actual neopagan congregation, a community
of people who gathered regularly to worship even though they had never
seen each other face to face Though I was convinced that I had stumbled
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upon something that was both novel and significant, I was unsure how to
study or write about the phenomenon, the conventional methods of aca-
demic research in religious ethnography seemed of little use in this case
One Lammas ritual that took place in a CompuServe New Age Forum
conference room on July 25, 1990 typifies the geographic spread of these
rituals and the consequent problems of studying them participants
entered in from New York, Los Angeles, Illinois, New Haven, Houston,
Michigan, Louisiana, and Virginia How is it possible to understand the
religious practices of people one has not met and, even more stnkingly, of
a group whose participants have not even met each other7

Conventional ethnographic approaches assume that physical pres-
ence is prerequisite to study and cultural interaction, in short, that there
is no substitute for fieldwork As Barbara Myerhoff puts it, "Rituals are
conspicuously physiological witness their behavioral basis, the use of
repetition and the involvement of the entire human sensonum through
dramatic presentations employing costumes, masks, colors, textures,
odors, foods, beverages, songs, dances, props, settings, and so forth"
(199) If scholars maintain this understanding of ntual, they can only be
led to the conclusion that rituals in cyberspace are simply "unreal," that
their significance never transcends the virtual plane However, one
should be cautious of such an easy dismissal Certainly, important ele-
ments of traditional ntual are lost without physical presence, but perhaps
we should invert the question Rather than assuming preemptively that
the loss of physical presence produces a ritual that is unreal or "empty,"
we might ask what ritual gams in the virtual environment and what
meanings the participants are able to derive from these practices, such
that they will gather again and again to perform cyber-rituals together
while paying a premium fee for their connect time Further, some histon-
cal and contemporary parallels indicate that the validity of a ritual may
not be so easily linked to physical presence or the mode of mediation

Consider the following the leader of the Roman Catholic Church
celebrates a solemn pontifical mass which is broadcast on television and
announces a plenary indulgence to the faithful who observe the live
broadcast from around the world, or a couple decides to get marned and
arranges a legally valid wedding in which the participants are at remote
locations and the vows are typed in via computer keyboards. These ntual
events are not fanciful predictions of what is to come, they have already
taken place They are no more or less "unreal" than than the neopagan
gatherings on CompuServe, insofar as the cntenon is considered to be
physical presence, but their validity efficacy, and consequences (whether
spintual or legal) have the stamp of institutional approval In fact, these
are not the first instances of new technologies sparking a change in
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notions of ritual efficacy In an essay entitled "Speech, Writing, and Per-
formativity An Evolutionary View of the History of Constituve Ritual,"
Brenda Danet brilliantly traces "the transfer of performativity from speech
to writing," in penods when writing was in the process of becoming insti-
tutionalized, and applies the speech-act theories of Austin and Searle to
documents such as Anglo-Saxon wills and modern wills on video, dem-
onstrating yet again that technology can drive changes in our use of
language and our concepts of symbolic action If the creation of a written
document can have the lllocutionary force of a speech act, then it is not
unreasonable to think that this force can be extended to cyber-communi-
cation, and, if considerable resources in software and system design have
already been devoted to making commercial transactions possible on the
Internet, who is to say that spiritual goods cannot be peddled there as
well?

If the argument based on the "unreality" of virtual reality is set aside,
discomforting questions still remain Anyone who has studied ritual
through conventional ethnographic participant-observation is likely to
ask how ritual criticism (see Gnmes) can be performed on a transcnpt In
response, I would argue that a departure from traditional ethnography is
necessitated by the new technological environment in which these ntuals
occur A transcript would certainly be insufficient evidence to support
conclusions about a Catholic Mass or a Hopi kachina dance; lacking the
dimensions of intonation, music, image, and gesture, the student of these
rituals would clearly be unable to interpret them adequately However,
the rituals in this particular case never had these dimensions to begin
with they are thoroughly and completely textual The study of cyber-
ntuals must thus begin with the texts they generate Ultimately, however,
I do believe that academic study of these rituals will require an attempt to
interview people in the off-line world to see how they interact with their
computers in the material realm

It may seem absurd to compare these rituals to the Catholic Mass or
to Protestant worship services, but such objections are likely to rest more
on the prestige and influence of established churches than on any objec-
tive scholarly considerations If we recall that the neopagan movement is
large and expanding, with regular gathenngs in almost every state of the
U.S and all over Europe, some of which have brought suit in Federal
court against local ordinances which allegedly discriminate against their
religious practices, and also that many, if not most, of the participants in
these online rituals are active members of local groups which practice
these rituals (or similar ones) outdoors in real time, we may be inclined
to take them more senously. My purpose in making this companson is to
conclude an earlier train of thought regarding the effect of communica-
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tion technologies on the conceptions of symbolic action that are illus-
trated and exemplified in religious performances Just as Protestant con-
gregations and reformers, influenced by the culture of pnnting, reformed
the liturgy in ways that pnviliged textuahty over gesture and performance
as the vehicle of symbolic meaning, so too modern religious practitioners
rebel against current religious orthodoxy by devising new ntuals that
employ new technology to reassert the power of language as performative
utterance

A recent article in Wired magazine, a penodical that attempts to keep
pace with the cutting edge of cyber-communication, dubs these ntual
practitioners as "Technopagans" (a descnption that they seem to embrace
willingly) and notes that "a startling number of Pagans work and play in
technical fields, as sysops, computer programmers, and network engi-
neers embody [ing] quite a contradiction they are Dionysian nature
worshipers who embrace the Apollonian artifice of logical machines"
(Davis 128) Refusing to accept any simple dichotomies of nature versus
technology, these practitioners view the Internet as a theater of the imagi-
nation The Technopagan community comes to life with the creation of
performative rituals that create their virtual reality through text, their
participants interacting with keyboards, screens, and modems. This is
certainly odd for those who conceive ritual strictly in terms of situated
action, as a drama involving chant, gesture, and props such as chalices,
bread, wine, incense, etc , yet in the online experience as revealed in
archive files at least, such elements are replaced by textual simulations.
The ritual objects of fire, bread, salt, and knife are embodied in the
words 'fire,' 'bread,' 'salt,' and 'knife ' As one Technopagan ritual leader
puts it, "Both cyberspace and magical space are purely manifest in the
imagination Both spaces are entirely constructed by your thoughts
and beliefs" (Davis 128)

Here is an example from an undated ntual transcnpt available in the
archives of the CompuServe Religion Forum, Pagan/Occult section In a
neopagan parallel to the Christian euchanst, the group leader directs the
assembly in the breaking of bread'

I Take a moment to thank the Moon
I for all she/he means to you
I Connect deep within the heart of who she/he is—
I honored by so many, many cultures
I Take now your bread, muffin, or grain
I (if you don't have such in front of you,
I virtual bread is okay)
I Take it, and split it in half.
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I Hold one half in your hands
I Think of the intuitive healing that comes
I through our
I marking of time, one month to the next
I Think of the phases, the changes she/he takes
I us through .
I the mysteries
I This half of bread will be hbated after
I ntual outside
I visualize your thanks into it
I Place it aside
I Take up the remaining half
I See it, study it, sniff it, taste it
I Eat of it, and think of healing. (RITUAL TXT)

Interestingly, the transcript is equivocal on the question of whether
the bread needs to exist on the physical plane at all It seems that some
practitioners do enact the ritual at home in front of their computers,
chanting at the direction of the online leader or high priestess, manipu-
lating the ritual objects of bread, salt, candles, wands, with gestures that
are learned off-line in "real time"; nevertheless, the ntual does not require
the physical presence of the elements to be effective Similarly, another
ritual called for the placement of three candles in a triangular formation
but added that "cyber-candles will do fine " In a final example partici-
pants in a May 1994 full moon ritual kindled a cyber-flame in order to
permanently dedicate an electronic conference room on CompuServe for
the performance of neopagan worship Observe how the introduction to
the transcnpt, authored by the leader of this ritual, characterizes the
action performed as using virtual fire to sacrahze a portion of cyberspace

A need for a place of healing, purification and inspiration was identi-
fied by several members of Section 15 To meet this need, we decided
to call forth a Sacred Flame similar to those in many Holy Temples of
the Past and the Present This flame was to be raised in Conference
Room 9, Earth Religions, of the New Age Forum on CompuServe It
was to remain as a site for workings of the Spirit and of Aid for future
users of the room It was to be maintained through the Love and Duty
of those that would seek its Majesty and experience us Touch within
them Many were in attendance this night to do this Work Many
Magicks from many Paths converged within the flames Some of these
pathways led to other realms and other times The Magick of the eve-
ning is still here in the pages of transcnpt that follow The Flame that
was raised still burns1 The Circle lives in its people It is the Spirit of
our combined Will' (MYFM94 TRN)
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The evidence of these transcnpts indicates that the actual performance of
ntual acts using objects in real space is possible but unnecessary the tex-
tual reality of a candle as described on the screen is sufficient to ensure
ritual efficacy, while the cyber-flame raised in the electronic conference
room has no embodiment except in text Signifier and signified are fused
in the textual simulation of off-line sensory experiences

A useful perspective on these activities may be gained from the work
of one of our most noted theorists of ritual, Jonathan Z Smith In his
book To Take Place Toward Theory in Ritual Smith emphasizes the impor-
tance of geography and landscape in the history of religion and argues
against the traditional view (as articulated by Ehade and others) that
myth provides the script that is enacted in ritual Smith claims that ntual
cannot be understood as a mere dramatization of a mythic script; rather,
it must be understood on its own terms, as a mode of enactment that is
geographically situated in communal space and landscape With this in
mind, what can we say about rituals in cyberspace—a place that is no
place, a place that transcends geography in the conventional sense7 What
is the landscape of this strange world, and how has religion sacrahzed
this landscape7

Cyberspace is without geographic features in the ordinary sense But
there is a kind of geography here, a landscape composed of sites/nodes,
systems, and channels between systems The topography of this land-
scape is represented by a variety of graphic interfaces that help orient
those who explore it, and, as in the "real" world, this landscape has
memories attached to it Electronic archives and libraries store docu-
ments and record transactions, threads of conversations persist in groups
and in the minds of individual participants, new users are routinely
referred to the FAQ (frequently asked questions list) Then, too, the lack
of ordinary physical features seems to inspire an attempt to recreate these
features textually This quality of spatial imagination is highly evident in
the rituals excerpted here

(Iuna) To all who have gathered, and to the Harvest King,
(Iuna) I offer and dedicate the cyber Harvest Home,
(Iuna) a Real place in the Virtual,
(Iuna) Named Galhfrey (for the home of the Time Lords).
(Iuna) The Harvest Home rests near the center of our touch,
(Iuna) the place of CompuServe
(Iuna) This is a magic place
(Iuna) and it will serve to link us,
(Iuna) virtual to real,
(Iuna) cyber to the plenty

As Smith notes,
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Ritual is, above all, an assertion of difference [It] represents the cre-
ation of a controlled environment where the variables of ordinary life
may be displaced precisely because they are felt to be so overwhelmingly
present and powerful Ritual is a means of performing the way things
ought to be in conscious tension with the way things are (109)

This is made poignantly clear in an exclamation repeated throughout
many of these ntuals, a stock phrase in the neopagan lexicon, when par-
ticipants pray for blessings or benefits, their utterances are puncutated
and given force by the ritual declaration, "so mote [must] it be1" This is
perhaps too easily explained with reference to Freud's theory of religion
as wish fulfillment The speech act most charactenstic of this assertion of
difference in these rituals is not the declaration of wishes but the ritual
setting apart of space within the network

(Ananna) WE THE MEMBERS OF THIS
FULL MOON CIRCLE
CLAIM THIS SPACE
WE THE MEMBERS OF THIS
FULL MOON CIRCLE
CLAIM THIS SPACE

A space set apart
A world between worlds
Our special place to meet with the Goddess,
For the purpose of spiritual growth,
To promote and fellowship/sisterhood
In the pagan community,
and to witness the entrance of others
into the Path of the Goddess of the Craft (APRIL TXT)

After the space is claimed, the angelic powers that inhabit the four direc-
tions of North, South, East, and West are invoked, and a ritual circle is
cast Within this circle a variety of other ritual actions are performed
initiation, investiture, and so forth But it is the initial declarative act of
setting the space apart that sacrahzes the acts within that space, which
turns further uses of ordinary language into performative speech acts—
for those who take the ntual senously

If this all seems absurd and unreal to readers, recall again the power-
ful performative language of the Catholic Mass—which in Western cul-
ture virtually invented "virtual reality," a reality supported by a panoply
of sensory impressions but created wholly through language and symbol-
ism. From the perspective of the social science of religion Technopagan
ntuals are no different in pnnciple, and no less worthy of study, than the
belief system that underlies the daily utterance of the ancient, fateful, and
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endlessly contested words, "This is My body," in churches throughout the
world Nevertheless, there is a certain absurdist quality to these ntuals
an aura of theatrical performance that calls to mind adolescent games
such as "Dungeons and Dragons." One notices, for example, the use of
pastiche, ritual actors employ elements from many different sources—
poems, literature, songs, and textual fragments—in an eclectic mix of
numerous religious and aesthetic traditions. The aesthetic of pastiche
makes for an astonishing variety of moods, interactions that fluctuate
rapidly between reverence, pseudo-reverence, and irreverence Some par-
ticipants come prepared with a text file and paste in quotations at par-
ticular points in the ritual Prominent is the use of parody and humor, as
when one neopagan prankster concluded a Harvest ntual by virtually
"singing" verses of a neopagan version an old Christian hymn

(1-3,Willow) I would like to, while in this sacred space,
(1-3,Willow) thank the divine intervention of Aphrodite1

(1-3,Willow) She introduced Craig and I
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Willow, do you know her verse in that great

pagan classic,
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Gimme that Old Time Religion7

(l-3,Willow) and, thankfully, my life will never be the same1 (toast to
Aprodite1)

(1-2,Shadow Hawk) (raising chalice to Aphrodite)
(1-3,Willow) Can you hum a few bars7

(1-2 .Shadow Hawk) Hmmmmmmmmmm
(l-2,Shadow Hawk) We will worship Aphrodite,
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Tho she seems a little flighty
(l-3,Willow)oh, no
(1-2.Shadow Hawk) Coming naked in her Nightie,
(l-2,Shadow Hawk) And that's Good enough for me1 (grin)
(1-3,Willow) Oh, Gods'
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Yes Goddess7

(1-1,Many Blue Sparks) Hee1

(1-10, Dave) Tis a nice ryme there Shadow Hawk
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) (pounng more Wine for everyone)
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Dave, there are about 200 or so verses
(1-3.Willow) Hey, this may be a Spring ritual, but I'm engaged!
(1-2 .Shadow Hawk) my favonte is the one that goes
(1-2 .Shadow Hawk) We will worship like the Druids
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Drinking strange fermented fluids
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) Running Naked through the woods
(1-2,Shadow Hawk) and that's good enough for me1

(1-2,Shadow Hawk) (Gimme that old time religion . ) (g[nn])
(APRFMN TXT)
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But lest we think that the whole thing was an elaborate game, some-
thing to take up the time of people who enjoy role-playing, who might
otherwise develop an affinity for Morns dancing and the Society for Cre-
ative Anachronism, consider that the occult and neo-pagan traditions that
spawned or inspired these online rituals are, perhaps, second cousins (in
their attitudes toward the power of ritual speech if not in the lineage of
their belief) to such New Age groups as the Order of the Solar Temple,
the previously obscure sect now notorious for its group murder/suicides
in Switzerland, France, and Canada. This brings me to the final issue, the
cognitive content of these rituals—which has implications for consider-
ing the efficacy of the speech acts, insofar as they fulfill or do not fulfill
what John Searle calls the "sincerity condition " If we are to judge the 1II0-
cutionary force of these verbal actions, the efficacy of the rituals for their
participants, it appears that we must first understand the degree to which
they actually exhibit sincere belief in the gods they invoke

What is the actual cognitive status of belief in the Goddess or any
pagan deity for those who participate in these rituals7 When Technopa-
gans invoke the angels of the four directions, when they declare the circle
to be cast so that the Goddess may manifest herself—do they actually
"believe" in these entities in the same sense that Catholics believe in the
miracle of transubstantiation or in the Trinitarian formula of the Nicene
creed7 If we turn to the participants themselves for answers, we find that
the question as posed is rejected altogether By the testimony of some, at
least, the cognitive content of Goddess belief, the "truth" of the myth in
the conventional, empirical sense of that word, is irrelevant What counts
is the ritual act of invocation, which brings the deities into being or
revivifies them Some, at least, feel perfectly comfortable in viewing the
Goddess and the pantheon of pagan deities as projections of a Jungian
collective unconsious—but argue that this renders them no less worthy
of worship As Ananna, a leader of numerous online rituals, writes in a
file available in the CompuServe archives

What I'd like to say is that these deities are living and real
They are as real as anything that has been created Just
as you created [the Goddess], men and women over the centuries

have
created their deities, and these are real and living These
deities may be seen as friends, as sisters, and brothers
They are alive, they may grant requests, if you so choose
to call upon them They are happy for all the love that you
feel for them. [A]ny deity that you choose will become
strengthened by the power that you give it And many still
have power, throughout the centunes The collective
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unconscious of mankind still recognizes their beauty
They are aspects of the unconscious, but they also live
and love (PAGAN TXT)

The ntual is seen as primary, belief in the conventional sense of that term
is almost beside the point By participation in the ntual the actors invoke
a goddess who may well be seen as a collective fiction, but who neverthe-
less provides some spiritual sustenance and comfort to her followers For
those who take the ntual practice senously the Goddess becomes as real
as any other collective fiction certainly more real than the old man sitting
on a cloud that many have lost the ability to believe in

What lessons can be drawn from the ntual transcnpts 1 have examined
here7 Though this question must await fuller treatment elsewhere, certain
apects of computer-mediated neopagan religious practice can be noted
that will be of interest to scholars and perhaps to religious practitioners In
almost all of these transcnpts we witness an attempt to recreate or simulate
real space in virtual space and to sanctify a portion of this space as a thea-
tre in which spirit is manifested, an establishing of difference with the
world outside as well as with other terntones of cyberspace; and an asser-
tion of the power of language to bring about wish fulfillment through the
verbal act of declanng the wish within the ritual circle To this extent, they
appear as attempts to fulfill authentic spiritual needs now unmet by the
major institutions of religious tradition. Yet there is an irreverence to these
discourses that some will find distasteful: they are ludic and playful, they
revel in pastiche and parody, and they make few (if any) cognitive de-
mands upon the participants This conjunction of reverence and irrever-
ence seems to me to be in some way charactenstic of the spintual situation
of postmodern culture, which can neither dismiss religion nor embrace it
wholeheartedly, but which ultimately leads to its commodification along
with every other product and project of the past that is not doomed to be
discarded in the ash-heap of history.

What, after all, are we to make of a religious ntual that casts itself as a
cybernetic reinvention of the ancient Samhain of pre-Christian Europe
but includes an invocation of the oreishas, the deities of Afro-Cuban and
Vodou spintuahty (whose devotees have their own electronic forums and
message boards)7 Such practices appear as the religious equivalent of the
recent marketing phenomenon of "World Music," which gave us record-
ings of traditional Gaelic singing against a backdrop of Afncan drums or
the music of the medieval mystic Hildegard of Bingen backed up by a
jazz combo The postmodern sensibility of these audiences floats like a
hummingbird over the flowers of the worlds histoncal archive, extracting
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nectar from the offenngs of folk culture and high culture alike without
distinction, employing the language and the aesthetic conventions of a
thousand traditions with allegiance to none If one defining aspect of the
postmodern era is that it is an age when literally nothing is sacred, then
the options for traditional organized religious bodies in the world of
cyber-rehgion would seem to be limited They can be dismissed as irrele-
vant or simply ignored, or they can offer themselves up in the new spiri-
tual marketplace of virtual culture as raw matenal for playful cyborgs (see
Brasher, this issue, also O'Leary and Brasher) who cut-and-paste at will
through the fragments of our traditions

I will conclude by invoking again my earlier comparison regarding
the similarity of these rituals to those practiced by other esoteric New
Religious Movements such as the Order of the Solar Temple We actually
know very little about this particular group's beliefs and practices, there
has been much speculation but little hard information reported. But let
us suppose a degree of similarity, at least in regard to the belief in the
power of ritualistic language The meeting rooms of the Solar Temple
used architecture along with powerful visual and spatial imagery to evoke
certain states of acceptance in followers, we may easily imagine cere-
monies taking place in these spaces that resemble those enacted by the
online pagans What the online ritual lacks, in and of itself, is precisely
the quality of physical presence that enables ritual actors to become so
deeply embedded in the belief system that they will end up in an under-
ground chamber, clutched with each other in a death embrace By way of
illustration, there is an exchange in an online Harvest ritual where one
participant is offered cybercakes and cyber-ale in the virtual feast that
concludes the ceremony She complains about her diet and is reminded
that cyber-food has no calories To put the point somewhat more bru-
tally unlike the flames of Waco, the ritual flames in these cyber-transac-
tions cannot burn

Rooted in textuality, ritual action in cyberspace is constantly faced
with the evidence of its own quality as constructed, as arbitrary, and as
artificial, a game played with no matenal stakes or consequences, but the
efficacy of ritual is affirmed, time and time again, even in the face of a
full, self-conscious awareness of its artificiality As Ronald Grimes argues,
"All ritual, whatever the idiom, is addressed to human participants and
uses a technique which attempts to re-structure and integrate the minds
and emotions of the actors" (196) If this is the true aim of all ritual, on-
line as it is off-line, then I believe we can say that these cyber-ntuals do
have efficacy, that they do perform a function of re-structuring and re-
integrating the minds and emotions of their participants Toward what
end is this restructuring undertaken7 And will us integrations be dur-
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able? These are questions that must await further investigation, while we
all wait to see the nature of the beast now slouching down the informa-
tion highway to be born

In a sense the discourses presented here are already obsolete, in that
they have been superseded by the superior integration of texts, graphics,
video, and even sound afforded to users of the World Wide Web, the fast-
est growing segment of cyberspace. A clue to the future of religious experi-
ments in cyberspace may be seen in a 1994 Samhain ntual that took place
in real time on a Web page housed in San Francisco The designers of
the page used a program called Labyrinth to simulate an altar in three-
dimensional space, upon which ritual participants placed offerings of
graphic designs and images (see Davis 133, 178). As we move from text-
based transmissions into an era where the graphic user interface becomes
the standard and new generations of programs such as Netscape are devel-
oped that allow the transmission of images and music along with words,
we can predict that online religion will becoirie more "Catholic" in
Umberto Eco's sense, by which I mean that iconography, image, music,
and sound—if not taste and smell—will again find a place in ceremony.
Surely computer rituals will be devised that exploit the new technologies
to maximum symbolic effect It does not seem too far-fetched to think of
cyber-commumcation as coming to play a major role in the spiritual suste-
nance of postmodern humans The possibilities are endless Online con-
fessions7 Euchanstic rituals, more weddings, seders, witches' sabbats7

There will be many such experiments.
The old ntuals were enacted by social actors who had to deal with

each other outside of the church, synagogue, and temple, by their very
otherness they both constituted and affirmed the social hierarchies of
their culture In cyberspace we are seeing relationships develop that have
no other embodiment but in textual interchange The transition to online
ritual thus allows, even encourages, the self itself to be seen as a textual
construction. Ethos is transformed by its appearance in virtual reality,
with the assumption of pseudonyms and the option of anonymity allow-
ing a previously unknown freedom to construct an identity divorced
from gender, age, or physical appearance (Turkic 178-180). This results
in new hierarchies that may mirror those of the world off-line or depart
from them in as yet unknowable ways It is too soon to tell what the fate
of religious community in the digital age will be or, indeed, whether the
idea of a "virtual community" will prove to be sustainable What para-
digms will win out in the religious wars of the future we cannot tell,
whether this will mean a revival of the Earth religions, or reformulation
of ancient beliefs and practices in a new guise, or both, or neither, is
anyone's guess. It seems safe to predict, however, that we will continue to
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see old and new religions jostling for attention in the cultural market-
place and using available technology to reach new audiences If current
trends hold, computers and computer networks will play an increasingly
significant role in the religions of the future
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